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History of fashion design
The history of fashion design refers to the development of the fashion industry which designs clothing and
accessories. The modern industry, based around firms or fashion houses run by individual designers, started in
the 19th century with Charles Frederick Worth who from 1858 was the first designer to have his label sewn into
the garments that he created.

Fashion capital
A fashion capital is a city which has major influence on international fashion trends, and in which the design,
production and retailing of fashion products, plus events such as fashion weeks, awards and trade fairs all
generate significant economic output.. The cities considered the global "Big Four" fashion capitals of the 21st
century are Milan, London, New York and Paris.

Upcoming Exhibitions | Fashion Institute of Technology
The Fashion Institute of Technology: Upcoming Exhibitions. Power is part identity, part behavior, and part
physicality. The way we outfit ourselves can play an outsized role in conveying power to others - whether it be
the pink “pussy hats” at the 2017 Women’s March or the Cleveland Cavaliers’ coordinated Thom Browne suits
during the 2018 NBA playoffs.

University of Georgia
Link to Departments website. The major in Accounting at UGA is designed to give students an understanding of
the theory of accounting as it is used in our society: accounting standards, financial statement preparation,
product costs, budgeting, taxation, auditing, risk assessment, and controls.

Dress | clothing | Britannica.com
Dress, also called apparel or attire, clothing and accessories for the human body.The variety of dress is
immense. The style that a particular individual selects is often linked to that person’s sex, age, socioeconomic
status, culture, geographic area, and historical era.

Culture of Iran
conquered by Iranian culture. In a word, they become Persianized. The first of these conquerors was Alexander
the Great, who swept through the region and conquered the Achaemenid Empire in 330 B.C.E. Alexander died
shortly thereafter leaving his generals and their descendants to establish their own subempires. The process of
subdivision and conquest culminated in the establishment of the ...

hip

Hip-hop: Hip-hop, cultural movement that attained popularity in the 1980s and ’90s and the backing music for
rap, the musical style incorporating rhythmic and/or rhyming speech that became the movement’s most lasting
and influential art form. Learn more about hip-hop’s history and culture in this article.

Culture of Nigeria
the local communities began to develop, in terms of both wealth and politics. Because being a successful
merchant was based on production and merit, not on traditional community standing, many former slaves and
lower-class people soon found that they could advance quickly up the social ladder.

India
India - Discovering the Wonder that is India, Know about India including its History, Geography, Culture,
Governance, Economy, Science & Technology, Travel & Tourism ...

FashionGo
FashionGo is an online wholesale clothing marketplace where hundreds of manufacturers and wholesalers
provide clothing, apparel, accessories, shoes, handbags and a variety of fashion related items.

